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Pairs of sequences which have a unique realization by bipartite graphs (up to 
isomorphism) are characterized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs in this paper are finite, undirected and without loops or 
multiple edges. 
The degree d(p, G) = d(p) of a vertex p in a graph G is the number of 
edges of G, incident with p (i.e., having p as an endpoint). 
DEFINITION 1.1. F(p), the image of p in G, is the set {q [ (q, p) ~ G}, 
i.e., the set of the vertices which are adjacent to p. 
G(pl ..... P~, ql ..... qm) denotes a bipartite graph, all of whose edges 
are of the form (p~, qj) (1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j  ~ m). 
Notation. Throughout this paper ~ will denote the sequence (a~ ..... an) 
of positive integers and $ will denote the sequence (bl ..... b,~) of positive 
integers. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The pair of sequences [if, ~b] is graphic if there exists 
a bipartite graph G = G(pl ..... P~, ql ..... qm) such that d(p~)= a~ 
( i=  1 ..... n) and d(q~) =b~ ( i=  1 .... ,m).  G is called a realization of 
[4, ~b]; we also say that G realizes [~, ~b]. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. A graphic pair [~b, ~b] is unigraphic if, for any two 
realizations G ---- G(pl .... , Pn , ql ,..., q,,) and H = H(pl  ..... ql ..... qn,) of 
[$, ~b], there exists an isomorphism cr of G onto H such that 
(p, q) ~ G ~- (~p, ~q) ~ H and ~({ql ..... q,,}) = {qx ..... q,,}. 
The aim of this paper is to characterize unigraphic pairs. 
We will need the following known results. 
n m 
THEOREM 1.1 [2]. Suppose al >/as >/ "'" >/an, and ~=1 ai = ~i=a bi . 
The pair [~, ~b] is graphic iff 
J 
~.a ,  ~< ~ min(bi , j )  for j=  1,2 ..... n. (1) 
i= l  i= l  
DEFINITION 1.4. A graphic pair [$, ~b] is free if a 1 >/ ... ~> a,,, 
bi <n( i=  1 .... ,m) and 
ar < min(b~ , j )  for j = 1 ..... n -- 1. (2) 
/=1  i=1 
THEOREM 1.2 [2; 1, pp. 82-84; and compare 4, Algorithm 2.2]. Let 
[~, ~b] be graphic. Then for any permutation ~ = (at I ..... ar of  ~, it is 
possible to construct a sequence of  bipartite graphs Gj = G~(pl ,..., pn ,  
qx ..... qm), j = O, 1 .... , n having the following properties: 
(a) d(pi~ G,)= lO t~ if k 
' i f  k> j  
(b) d(qr G~) <~ b, (i = 1,..., m) 
(c) For j : O, 1,..., n -- 1, G~+I is constructed from G~ by connecting 
pi~+ 1 to ai~+ 1 vertices of  {ql ..... qm}, having the highest residue degrees 
3i~ = bi -- d(qt , G~). Of  course, Gn is a realization of  [~, ~b]. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Given a graphic pair [~, ~b], G[~] will denote the 
realization Gn of [~, ~b], constructed as in Theorem 1.2, for the permu- 
tation ~, when it is understood that if two vertices qio, qq have the same 
residue degree 3i~, then p~+, is first connected to the vertex with the 
smaller index, unless otherwise stated. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF UNIGRAPHIC PAIRS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let [$, ~b] be graphic and suppose ba = n. Then [$, ~b] is 
unigraphic iff [(al -- 1 ..... an -- 1), (bz ..... bin)] is unigraphic. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
582b/2I/3-3 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let [r ~b] be graphic, al >/as >~ "'" >~ a , ,  n = b~ >/ 
b~ >/ ... >/bm and suppose (2) holds for [r r Then (2) holds for 
[ (a l - -  1 ..... an - -  1),(b2 .... ,b, .)] .  
Proof. For 1 ~<j~n- -  1, 
• min(bi  , j )  = 
i=2 i=1 
min(b~ , j )  -- rain(b1 , j )  
j J 
= min(b i , j ) - - j>  ~ a i - - j=  ~ (a i - -  1). 
i=1 i=1 i= l  
LEMMA 2.3. Let [r ,d,] be graphic, al >/ "'" >~ a , ,  n = bl . . . . .  
bh > bh+l ~> "'" >~ b,~ (1 <~ h <~ m) and suppose condition (2) holds for  
[r ~]. Then h < a~. 
Proof. By condition (2), fo r j  = n -- 1 we have: 
h + ~ ai <h + min(b i ,n - -  1) = h + h(n - -  1) + 
i= l  i= l  i=h+l  
= h 'nq-  bi = b i= a i= an+ ~ ai. 
i=h+l  i=1 i=1 i~ l  
bi 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let [~, ~b] be graphic andsuppose al >~ a2 ~ "'" ~ a~ , 
n =bx- -  - -bh >bh+l~ "'" ~b~,  (1 <~h <~m) and (2) holds 
fo  r [~b, ~b]. Then [r ~b] is unigraphic iff the free pair [~bl, ~bx] = 
[(al -- h,..., a~ -- h), (bn+l ..... bin)] is unigraphic. 
DEFINITION 2.1. .  The complementary graph of the bipartite graph 
G = G(pl , . , . ,p ,~,q l  ..... q,~) is the bipartite graph G~= G'(pl  .... ,p~,  
qx ..... qm), whose set of edges is {(pi ,q i ) ]  1 <~i <~n, 1 <~j~m,  
(p,, qj) r a}. 
LEMMA 2.4. The graphic pair [r ~b] is unigraphic iff [qb c, ~b ~] = 
[(m -- al ..... m -- a.), (n -- bl,..., n -- b,,)] is unigraphic. 
Proof. The complementary graph of any realization of [~b, ~b] is a 
realization of [ff~, ~b']. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let [ff, ~b] be graphic and suppose bl . . . . .  b,, and 
bl = 1 or bl = n -- 1. Then [r ~b] is unigraphic. 
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Proof The case  b I . . . . .  bm:  1 is self-evident. I f  b~ . . . . .  
bm= n-  1, consider the complementary pair [ (m-  al ,..., m-  a,), 
(1 ..... 1)]. 
LEMMA 2.6 [5]. Let [~, ~b] be graphic, al >/ as >~ "'" >/ an , bl >t 
b~ >~ "" >/bm and suppose for some j, 1 <~ j < n 
~ ai = min(bi , j ) .  (3) 
i= l  i= l  
Let h be the largest index i such that b~ >/j. Then in any realization G of  
[c~, ~] we have: 
/ ' (p~)3{qi , . . . ,qn)  for i=  1 .... , j , 
/ ' (p,)  _ {q~ .... , q~) for i : j + 1,..., n. 
Proof. Let G be a realization of [~b, $], ~,=x a~ is the number of edges, 
having one endpoint in {Pl ..... P~}. ~i=1 mln(bi , j )  is an upper bound on 
this number. Since an equality holds, every vertex q~ (i : 1,..., m) is 
adjacent to exactly min(b, , j )  vertices of {p~ ,...,pj}. Hence for i ~< h, 
(P~,q~) ..... (P~,q3~G or -P(Pk) D-{q~ ..... q~} for k :  1 .... ,j. As for 
i > h, I'(q~) C_ {Pt .... , p~), and therefore F(p~)C_ {qx ,.-., q~) for k > j. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let [$, ~b] be graphic, ax >~ "'" >~ an, bx >/b~ >~ "" ~ b~ 
j m 
and suppose ~i=l ai : ~t=x min(b~ , j )  for some j, 1 <~ j < n. Let h be 
as in Lemma 2.6. Then [~, ~b] is unigraphic iff [ (a l -  h,..., a j -  h), 
(bh+l ..... b~)] and [(aj+l ,..., an), (bl - - j ,  .... bh - - j ) ]  are both unigraphic. 
Proof The Lemma follows easily from Lemma 2.6. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let [~b, ~b] be as in Lemma 2.7. Then,for 1 <~ k < n -- j 
J+k h j+/c m 
~, ai : Z min(b~ - - j ,  k) /ff ~ a, : ~ min(b,,  j + k). 
i= j+ l  i=1 i=1 i~1 
Proof Zi=l min(bi j + k) h m m , --  •i=1 min(bi -- j, k) = ~, i=h+l  bi + 
h m 
~,i=1 [min(be, j + k) --  min(b, -- j, k)] - - - -  ~, i=h+l  b~ + h 9 j = ZiJ=l a i -~- 
~_jTk vg.-~J+k 
i=1 a i  - -  z~ i= j+ l  ai .  
LEMMA 2.9. Let [~b,~b] be graphic, al >/as >/ "'" >/an,  bl >~ 
b2 >/ "'" >/bin, and suppose (3) holds for Jo ,ix ,.~ ,...,Jt (1 ~ l ~< n), 
where 0 : Jo ~ Jl < J~ < "'" < Jt = n. Let h~ be the largest index i such 
that b~ >/ jk ,  for k ----- 0,..., l (m = ho >/h i  >/i ha >/ "" >/hz = 0). Then 
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(a) [r ~b] is unigraph iff each of the following pairs 
[r r = [(as~+~ -- hk+~ ..... aj~+, -- hk+~), (b~,~.,,~ - - ja  ..... bj,~ --.L~)], 
k = 0,..., I -- 1, is unigraphic. 
(b) I f  (3) holds exactly for j = Jo, Jl .... , j , ,  then [r ~]  fulfill (2) 
fo rk=O,  1 ..... l - -1 .  
Proof. (a) The proof is by induction on 1. The case l = 1 is trivial. 
The case l = 2 was treated in Lemma 2.7. Suppose true for I' < 1 and 
let [r r be as above where (3) holds for Jo ,.--,J~-i , J l .  Ignoring 
jt_l and letting jr = j(t_~), we get that [r r is unigraphic iff the following 
pairs are unigraphic: 
[(aj~+l -- h~+l ..... a~-~+~ -- h~+~), (b~+~+~ -- A ,---, bn~ -- j~)], 
k=0 ..... l - -3 ,  
and 
[(aj~_2+l -- h~ ,..., a~ -- h~), (bh~+~ -- J~-2 ,-.-, bh,_~ -- jz-2)]. 
The last pair can be written as: 
[,~', r  = [(a~,_2+1 .... , an), (b l  --J,-2 ..... bn,_2 - - J , -~,)] -  
Applying Lemma 2.7 to [~b', ~b'], where j = J~-t - - jz -2,  h = h~-i we get 
the desired list of pairs. (Note that, by Lemma 2.8, (3) holds for [~', ~b'] 
exactly for j).  
(b) Suppose for some 0 ~< k ~< l - -  1 and 0 < s <jk+~ - - j~ ,  we 
have 
hk--hk+l 
~ (a~+, -- hk+i) = ~ min(bh~+~+, -- jk ,  s). 
~'=1 *'=l 
By the definitions of hk and hk+l, min(bi , J k )= min(bi ,Jk + s) for 
i = hk + 1,..., m; moreover, bi - - j~ ~>Jk+1 --J~ > s for i = 1,..., hk+x 
and thus min(bi - - j~ ,  s) = s for i = 1 ..... hk. Therefore 
Jk -b$ Jk Jk q-8 
E a ,= ~,a , -k  • (a , - -  hk+~)q-s 'hk+, 
i= l  i=1 i= jk+l  
m h k 
= ~, min(bi, jk) q- ~ min(bi -- j~, s) q- s -  hk+, 
i= l  i=h~+l+l  
= ~ min(b4, Je) q- ~ min(b4 -- Jk, s) = min(b~, Je -k s). 
4=1 4=1 i=1 
Sincejk < Jk -k s < J~+l, this is a contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let [4, ~b] be graphic. Then [4, ~] is unigraphic iff 
each o f  an appropriate set o f  free pairs is unigraphic. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let us assume a~/> -" >/a~ and 
bl >/bz >/ -.- >/bin.  Let 0 : jo  < J l  < "'" < Jz  : n and suppose (3) 
holds exactly fo r j  : Jl ,J2 .... , j r .  Let hk (k : 0,..., l) be as in Lemma 2.9. 
By Lemma 2.9, [4, ~b] is unigraphic iff each of the following pairs 
[r ~bk] : [(aj~+t - -  hk+l ..... a j~, - -  hk+l), (bhk+~+l --A ..... bhk - -A ) ]  
k = 0 ..... l -- 1, is unigraphic. 
Each pair [4~ k, ~b k] (k = 0 ..... l --  1) fulfills condition (2), by Lemma 2.9. 
By Corollary 2.1, the pair [r Ck] is unigraphic iff a free pair [r ~, ~h~ ] 
is unigraphic. 
Now we have to characterize free unigraphic pairs. This we will do in 
the following sections. 
3. THE SEMIREGULAR CASE 
THEOREM 3.1. Let [~b, ~b] be graphic and suppose al = a2 . . . . .  a~, 
bl = bz -- -- bin. Then [4, 4] is unigraphic iff al ~ (0, 1, m -- 1, m} 
or bl ~ {0, 1, n -- 1, n}. 
Proof  If ax 6{1, m -- 1} or bl 6{1, n -- 1}, then [4~, ~b] is unigraphic 
by Lemma 2.5. The same is true, of course, if a 1 6 {0, m} or b I @ {0, n}. 
Suppose now that 1 < al < rn -- 1 and 1 < b~ < n -- 1. We may assume 
that al -'-~ m/2, since al > m/2 implies alc = m -- al < m/2. I f  al ~ m/2 
then bl = nal/m <~ n/2. The pair [(a~ ..... abl), (bl ,..., b~)] is realizable 
by the complete bipartite graph Kb~.~ . We have a~ <~ m -- a~ , b~ <~ n -- bl ; 
hence it is easy to check that the pair [(ab~+~ ..... an), (b,~+~ ..... b~)] is 
also graphic. Therefore [4), r has an unconnected realization G, which 
contains cycles, and hence the number of components of G can be reduced 
(compare [3, Lemma 1]). Therefore [~b, ~b] is not unigraphic. 
4. THE UNREGULAR CASE 
THEOREM 4.1. Let [4, ~b] be free, m > al >/ "'" ~ a~ > O, 
~ bl ~ "'" >/bm ~ 0 and suppose al ~ an, bl ~ bin. Then [4, ~b] is 
wt  unigraphic. 
Proof  Since [4, ~b] is free, the pair [4, ~b'] =[~b,(bl + 1, bz .... , 
~,~_1, b,~ -- 1)] fulfills (1) and hence is graphic. Define ~ = (al ,  an, a2 ..... 
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a,_i). (n > bx > b,, > 0 implies n ~ 3). Let G[~] be the realization of 
[r r constructed as in Theorem 1.2 (see Definition 1.5). b~ + 1 > b2, 
b,~ -- 1 < bm_~, a~ < m, and therefore (p~, q~), (p , ,  qa) ~ G[q~], 
(p l ,  qm), (Pn, qm) r G[q~]. Now, G~ = (G[q~] -- (p~, q0) u ((p~, qm)} and 
G2 : (G[~] - -  (Pn ,  ql)) u {(Pn,  qm)} are both realizations of [r ~b] and 
G~ is not isomorphic to G2 since the number ]((pi, q~) ~ G I d(p~) : a l ,  
d(q~) : b~)] is smaller for G1 than for Gz. 
(For a graph G and an edge (p, q), G -- (p, q) is the graph obtained 
from G by removing the edge (p, q), and for two unconnected vertices 
p', q', G w ((p', q')} is the graph obtained from G by adding the edge 
(p', q').) 
5. THE HALF-REGULAR CASE 
This case turns out to be the most tedious one; hence, we will break it 
into seven lemmas before summarizing it in Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let  [d~, ~b] be graphic, m > ai ~ 1 for  i = 1 .... , n, and 
n- -  1 ~ b l  - -  - -  b~ ~ 1. 
(a) Suppose al =/= ai and a2 =/= ai for  i : 3,..., n, (n ~ 4). Then 
[~, r is not unigraphic. 
(b) Suppose for  some l, 2 ~ l ~ n -- 2, ai =~=at for  i ~ l < j 
t 
and ~i=1 ai ~ m. Then [r r is not unigraphic. 
Proof. (a) Without loss of generality we may assume al + a2 ~ m, 
since al § as ~ m implies al ~ § a2 ~ = (m -- a0 § (m -- a2) < m. Hence 
case (a) becomes a special case of case (b). 
(b) Let G[ff] be the graph defined in Def. 1.5. Then G[~] is a reali- 
zation of [q~, ~b], in which / ' (p~)n F (p j ) :  ;~, for 1 ~i< j  <~ 1. 
Define ~ = (a 1 ,..., az-1, a~+l ..... ak, at,  ak+x ..... an) where k is the first 
index i such that al q- a2 q- "'" q- a~_l + a~+l q- "'" -+- ak ~ m, 
(I q- 1 ~ k ~ n). Let G[q~] be the graph constructed as in Def. 1.5, with 
the following modification: when Pk is connected, to ak vertices of 
{ql ..... q,n}, (in the k -- 1 step) we do not connect it to qx 9 This can be 
done since ak < m and 
lbi if i~a l  + " " -?a~- i  +az+l  + "'" + a~_l 
8i~ ~ = b i -  1 otherwise. 
It follows that in the k step we do connect Pt to q~. 
In G[q~], ql ~ F (p l )  n F(p~); hence G[r and G[q~] are not isomorphic 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let  [4, 4] be graphic, with n -  1 > ba = b~ . . . . .  
bm> 1 and m > as ~ 1 fo r  i = 1 ..... n. Suppose fo r  some 1, 2 ~ 1 ~ n -- 2, 
we have ax = a2 -- --  at = a, and ai =~ a fo r  i > I. Then [r ~b] is not 
unigraphic. 
Proof. We may assume a ~ m/2 since otherwise ac : m --  a <~ m/2. 
If l 9 a < m we may apply Lemma 5.1, and i f  I 9 a > m(bl  - -  1) we may 
apply Lemma 5.1 to (an, a,,-1 ..... a0. 
Hence we may assume m(ba -- 1) >/1 9 a ~ m. Let  G[~]  be the reali- 
zation of [4, ~], constructed as in Def. 1.5. Let k be the first integer such 
that k 9 a ~ m. Since a ~ m/2, k ~ 2. In G[r F(pt)  n F (p  3 = ~ for 
i : 1, 2 ..... max(2, k -- 1). If  k > 2 we have also /"(p~) n F(pk) : ~.  
We also have in  G[~]  [ F (q t )  n {Pl ..... Pl}[ /> [ P(qi) n (PI ,..-, Pt}l for 
i : 2 ..... m. Now we will show how to construct from G[~] another eali- 
zation of [4, ~], not isomorphic to G[6 ]. Choose an index s > l such that 
(Ps,  q l )e  G[6], this can be done since la ~ m(bx-  1). Since a~ < m 
there exists an index t such that (ps,  qt) r G[6 ]. Fix such t. Now we have 
to consider three cases. 
Case 1. For some r, I < r < k, (p~,qt )~G[~] .  In this case 
G : (614 ] -- (q~, p,) -- (qt, p~)) u {(p, ,  qt), (p~, qt)} is a realization of  
[4, ~b] and G is not isomorphic to G[~] since we increased [ P (q t )n  
{Pl ..... Pz}l- 
Case 2. (Pk ,  qt) ~ G[6]. If  (p~, ql) ~ G[6] we proceed as in case 1. 
Let (p~, qx) ~ G[6], then k > 2 and (p~, q~+0 e G[6], (Pk, qa+l) r G[~] 
(since P(P2) n F(p~) ---- ~), (p~, ql) 6 G[6]. In this case G = (G[6 ] -- 
(ql,  Ps) -- (qt, P~) -- (qa+l, P~)) tO {(q~, P2), (qt, Ps), (q,+l, P~)} is a reali- 
zation of [4, ~b] and once more we enlarged [/ '(ql) n {Pl ..... Pz}]- 
Case 3. (P l ,  qt )~ G[$]. In this case we get another realization G 
to [4, ~b], not isomorphic to G[6], by defining 
G = (G[61 -- (q~, p~) -- (qt, pa) -- (q~+~, P2)) 
tO {(ql, P2), (qt, P,), (q~+x, Pl)}. 
(Compare the proof  of case 2.) 
Since k 9 a >/m,  I'(qt) ta {PI ,..., P/c} is not empty in G[ff]; hence, one 
of  the three cases must occur. 
Remark.  It is possible to prove Lemma 5.2 by using a method 
analogous to the one we used in proving Lemma 5.1; however, the proof  
we presented here seems to be simpler. 
The only remaining case is when a~ ~ a~ : a a . . . . .  a~, 
bl = b2 . . . . .  b,,.  We will deal with this case in the following Lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let  al ~ a2 . . . . .  an,  
b,n > 1. Then [4, ~b] is unigraphic iff 
bin_a1+ 1 -- 1 .... , b,, --  1)] is unigraphic. 
The Lemma is self-evident. 
n - -  1 > bl = b2 . . . . . .  
[(a2 ,..., an), (bl ,..., bm-%, 
LEMMA 5.4. Let  [4, 4] be graphic, az . . . . .  an ,  bl  = bz . . . . .  bm 
and suppose a2 = 1 or a2 = m -- 1. Then [4, ~b] is unigraphic. 
P roo f  Lemma 5.4 fol lows easi ly f rom Lemmas 5.3 and 2.5. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let  [4, 4] be graphic, m-  1 > al > 1, m-  1 > 
a2 . . . . .  an > 1, n - -  1 >b l  . . . . .  bm > 1. Then [r is not 
unigraphic. 
P roo f  Lemma 5.5 fol lows easi ly f rom Lemmas 5.3 and 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let [4, r be graphic, rn - -  1 > az . . . . .  an > 1, 
n- -  1 > bl = b2 . . . . .  b,~ > 1 and suppose al = 1. Then [4, ~b] is 
unigraphic iff bl = n --  2. 
P roo f  Let  4 = (1, a,..., a), ~b = (b,..., b) where a occurs n - -  1 t imes 
and  b occurs m times, m - -  1 > a > 1, n - -  1 > b > 1. By Lemma 5.3. 
[4, ~b] is un igraphic  iff 
n--1 
[41, ~bl] = [(a ..... a)(b ..... b, b -  1)] 
is unigraphic .  
Case 1. b >2.  In this case (n - -  1 ) - -2  ~b- -  1 ~2;  hence we 
may app ly  Lemma 5.2. By Lemma 5.2, [4, ~b] is un igraph ic  iff 
b = (n - -  1 ) - -  1 =n- -2 .  
Case 2. b=2.  In this casea(n - -  1 )+ 1 =2.m;hence  a i s  odd,  
and thus a >/3 .  By Lemma 5.3, [41, ~bl] is un igraphic  iff 
m--1 
[42, ~b2] = [(a,..., a, a - -  1), (2 ..... 2)] 
is unigraphic .  
Since rn - -  2 >/a  >/3 ,  (m - -  1) - -  2 >~ a - -  1 >~ 2, we may use Lemma 
5.2 once more,  on 
n--2 
[43, ~ba] = [(a ..... a), (2 ..... 2, 1 ..... 1)1. 
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By Lemma 5.2, [68, ~ba] is un igraphic  iff a = (m - -  1) - -  1 = m - -  2. 
But suppose a = m - -  2. Then  (n - -  1)(m - -  2) + 1 = 2m or 
n = 
3m - -  3 3(m - -  2) 3 
m - -2  m- -2  m- -2  
and  the only  possible integral  posit ive solut ions are m = 3, n ----- 6 and  
m : 5, n = 4. I f  m : 3, then a : m - -  2 = 1, a contradict ion to the 
assumpt ion  a > 1. I f  m : 5, n = 4, b : 2 = n - -  2, as desired. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let [6, ~b] be graphic, ~ = (m -- 1, a,..., a), ~b = (b ..... b) 
where 1 < a <m-- l ,  1 < b < n -- 1. Then [6, ~b] is unigraphic iff 
b=2.  
Proof. [6, ~b] is un igraphic  iff [6 c, ~b *] = [(1, m - -  a ..... m - -  a), 
(n -  b ..... n -  b)] is unigraphic.  By Lemma 5.6 [6 c, ~b *] is un igraphic  
i f fn - -b  =n- -2 ,  i .e . ,b  =2.  
Lemmas 5.1-5.7 can be summar ized into a theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let [6, 6] be graphic, where 6 = (al ..... a~), 
m >a 1>/ ' ' '  ~>a~ >0,  al  >a~,~b = (b l , . . . ,bm) ,n - -  1 >b l  . . . . .  
b,~ > 1. Then [6, ~] is unigraphic iff one of  the following conditions holds: 
(1) as =a3 . . . . .  a ,  = 1. 
(2) al = as . . . . .  a,_x = m - -  1. 
(3) al =as  . . . . .  a ,_ l  >a ,  = landbx  =n- -2 .  
(4) m - -1  = al >as=a3- -  -- an and bl =2.  
6. SUMMARY 
I f  [6, ~b] is graphic and  6 = (b ..... b), then there is no  need to dist inguish 
between the free case and the other case, as we will show below. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let [6, ~b] be graphic, where m > al >/ ".. >l a, >0,  
n > bl = bs . . . . .  b,~. Then [6, ~b] is free. 
For j  < b l ,  Y.i=t ai < lm = }'-~4=1 min( j ,  bi). For  n > j ~ b l ,  proof  " 
Z,=x ai < ~t~=1 al = Zion_-1 min( j ,  b,). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let [4, ~b] be graphic. Then h I = b2-  
i f f  a l  =as - -  - -  a .  = m.  
- -b~ =n 
The Lemma is self-evident. 
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THEOREM 6. I. Let  [r ~b] be graphic ,  al  >1 az >~ "'" >~ a,~ > 0, 
bx=bz- -  - -b in .  Let h be the largest index i such that a~ : m 
(0 <~ h <~ n). Then  [r r is un igraph ic  i f f  one o f  the fo l low ing  cond i t ions  
holds:  
1. h=n.  
2. b lE{h ,h+l ,n - l ,n  ). 
3. ah§ -~- ah+s ~- "'" = an = l. 
4. ah+l a~+2 - -  - -  an_ 1 : m - -  1. 
5. ah+l . . . . .  an-1 > an = 1 and  bl  = n - -  2. 
6. rn -- l = ah+ 1 > ah+2 - -  - -  an and  b I -~ h + 2. 
P roof .  By Lemmas 2.1 and 6.1, [r ~b] is unigraphic iff the free pair 
[(an+l ..... an), (hi -- h ..... bm -- h)] is unigraphic, and the theorem follows 
from Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. 
Thus, given a realizable pair [r ~] where al >/as >~ "'" ~> an, 
bx >/b~ ~> "'- ~> bin. I f  a~ = an or b~ =bm we use Theorem 6.1 to check 
[r ff] for unigraphicness. I f as > an ,  bl  > b,~ and the pair is free, we 
know that it is not unigraphic. And if al > am, b~ > b,~ and the pair is 
not free we reduce [6, ~b] to a free pair or to a set of  free pairs, where 
[~, ~b] is unigraphic iff each of the free pairs is unigraphic. (See 
Corollary 2.2.) 
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